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1. _________is the ability in politics to make individuals and group to take decisions or 
a course action until they are forced

     	      action

     	      force

     	      ultimatum

     	--->> power

2. High industrialisation, strong economy and strong currency are elements of____

     	--->> economic power

     	      Demographic power

     	      Productive power

     	      Technological power

3. In taking decisions in governance______ are critical factors in decision-making

     	      Elites and followers

     	--->> foreign and domestic environment

     	      State and Federal

     	      Government and Local Authority

4. Different views of the the people in a political system about different issues 
concerning the polity can be described as_____

     	      opposition voice

     	      community voice

     	      Globalised survey

     	--->> public opinion

5. An exercise of power that comes from the state or government is_________
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     	      productive force

     	--->> political power

     	      Political structures

     	      External structures

6. Sample surveys, interviews, telephone and mail surveys are tools for measuring 
_____

     	--->> public opinion

     	      Power grab

     	      values

     	      competition

7. _________are two concepts in the study of political science that are mutually 
exclusive which explains the nexus between the two.

     	      Imperialism and power

     	      Colonialism and power

     	--->> power and politics

     	      Mercantilism and power

8. A periodic means of selecting leaders in  democratic system that mirrors public 
opinion is____

     	      governance

     	      voting

     	      selection

     	--->> elections

9. A belief system and values which influence political behaviour, institutions and 
processes in a political system is____

     	      political dynamics

     	      Capitalism

     	--->> political culture
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     	      allocation of values

10. Three types of political culture identified by Almond and Verba are______________

     	      Voter, Elector and Ballot

     	--->> participant, subject and parochial

     	      Political ,dependence and election

     	      Socio-cultural, dependence and party
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